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Integrating synchronous and asynchronous paradigms:the Fork95 parallel programming languageChristoph W. Ke�ler Helmut SeidlFachbereich IV - Informatik, Universit�at TrierD-54286 Trier, Germanye-mail: kessler@ti.uni-trier.deAbstractThe SB-PRAM is a lock-step-synchronous, mas-sively parallel multiprocessor currently being builtat Saarbr�ucken University, with up to 4096 RISC-style processing elements and with a (from the pro-grammer's view) physically shared memory of up to2GByte with uniform memory access time. Becauseof its architectural properties, the SB-PRAM is par-ticularly suitable for the implementation of irregularnumerical computations, non{numerical algorithms,and database applications.Fork95 is a redesign of the PRAM language FORK.Fork95 is based on ANSI C and o�ers additionalconstructs to create parallel processes, hierarchicallydividing processor groups into subgroups, managingshared and private address subspaces. Fork95 makesthe assembly-level synchronicity of the underlyinghardware available to the programmer at the languagelevel. Nevertheless, it provides comfortable facilitiesfor locally asynchronous computation where desiredby the programmer.In this paper, we will show that Fork95 o�ers fullexpressibility for the implementation of practicallyrelevant parallel algorithms. We do this by examin-ing all known parallel programming paradigms usedfor the parallel solution of real{world problems, suchas strictly synchronous execution, asynchronous pro-cesses, pipelining and systolic algorithms, parallel di-vide and conquer, parallel pre�x computation, dataparallelism, etc., and show how these parallel pro-gramming paradigms are supported by the Fork95language and run time system.1 IntroductionIt seems to be generally accepted that the most con-venient machines to write parallel programs for, are

synchronous MIMD (Multiple Instruction MultipleData) computers with shared memory, well{known totheoreticians as PRAMs (i.e., Parallel Random AccessMachines). Although widely believed to be impossi-ble, a realization of such a machine in hardware, theSB-PRAM, is undertaken by a project of W.J. Paul atSaarbr�ucken [AKP90, KPS94]. The shared memorywith random access to any location in one CPU cycleby any processor (Priority-Crcw-Pram) allows fora fast and easy exchange of data between the proces-sors, while the common clock guarantees deterministicand, if desired, lock-step-synchronous program execu-tion. Accordingly, a huge number of algorithms hasbeen invented for this type of architecture in the lasttwo decades.Surprisingly enough, not many attempts have beenmade to develop languages which allow both the con-venient expression of algorithms and generation of ef-�cient PRAM{code for them.One approach of introducing parallelism into lan-guages consists in decorating sequential programsmeant to be executed by ordinary processors withextra primitives for communication resp. access toshared variables. Several subroutine libraries forthis purpose extending C or FORTRAN have been pro-posed and implemented on a broad variety of paral-lel machines. While PVM is based on CSP [LT93],and therefore better suited for distributed memoryarchitectures, the P4 library and its relatives sup-port various concepts of parallel programming. Themost basic primitives it provides for shared mem-ory, are semaphores and locks. Moreover, it pro-vides shared storage allocation and a exible monitormechanism including barrier synchronization [BL92],[BL94]. This approach is well suited if the computa-tions executed by the di�erent threads of the programare \loosely coupled", i.e., if the interaction patternsbetween them are not too complicated. Also, theselibraries do not support a synchronous lockstep modeof program execution even if the target architecturedoes so.1



Attempts to design synchronous languages have beenmade for the data{parallel programming paradigm.This type of computation frequently arises in numer-ical computations. It mainly consists in the parallelexecution of iterations over large arrays. Data paral-lel imperative languages have been designed especiallyto program SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)computers like, e.g., pipelined vector processors or theCM2. Examples of such languages are Vector C [LS85]and C* [RS87] or its relatives Dataparallel C [HQ91]and DBC [SG92].The limitations of these languages, however, are obvi-ous. There is just one global name space. Other pro-gramming paradigms like a parallel recursive divide{and{conquer style as suggested in [BDH+91], [Col89],[dlTK92], [HR92a], [HR92b] are not supported.The only attempt we are aware of which allows bothparallely recursive and synchronous programming arethe imperative parallel languages FORK [HSS92] andll [LSRG95]. Based on a subset of Pascal (nojumps), ll controls parallelism by means of a paralleldo{loop which allows a (virtual) processor to spawnnew ones executing the loop body in parallel. Op-posed to that, the philosophy of FORK is to take acertain set of processors and distribute them over theavailable tasks. Given �xed sized machines, the latterapproach seems better suited to exploit the processorresources.The design of FORK [HSS92] was a rather theoreticalone: Pointers, dynamic arrays, nontrivial data typesand non{structured control ow were sacri�ced to fa-cilitate correctness proofs. In this way, however, thelanguage became completely unusable.In order to provide a full{edged language for realuse, we have added all the language features whichare well{known from sequential programming. Thus,the new FORK dialect Fork95 has become (more or less)a superset of C. To achieve this goal we decided to ex-tend the ANSI-C syntax | instead of clinging to theoriginal one. Which also meant that (for the sequen-tial parts) we had to adopt C's philosophy. We intro-duced the possibility of locally asynchronous compu-tation to save synchronization points and to enablemore freedom of choice for the programming model.Furthermore, we have abandoned the tremendous runtime overhead of virtual processor emulation by limit-ing the number of processes to the hardware resources,resulting in a very lean code generation and run timesystem.Fork95 o�ers two di�erent programming modes: thesynchronous mode (which was the only one in oldFORK) and the asynchronous mode. Each functionis classi�ed as either synchronous or asynchronous.Within the synchronous mode, processors form groups

that can be recursively subdivided into subgroups,forming a tree{like hierarchy of groups. Shared vari-ables and objects exist once for the group that createdthem; private variables and objects exist once for eachprocessor. All processors within a group operate syn-chronously.In the asynchronous mode, the Fork95 run-time li-brary o�ers important routines for various kinds oflocks, semaphores, barriers, self{balancing parallelloops, and parallel queues, which are required for com-fortable implementation of asynchronous algorithms.Carefully chosen defaults allow for inclusion of exist-ing sequential ANSI C sources without any syntacticalchange.In this paper, we will show that Fork95 o�ers full ex-pressibility for the implementation of practically rel-evant parallel algorithms. We do this by examiningall known parallel programming paradigms used forthe parallel solution of real{world problems, and showhow these are supported by the Fork95 language andrun time system.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-tion 2 presents the SB-PRAM architecture from theprogrammer's (and compiler's) point of view. Sec-tion 3 explains the basic concepts and mechanisms ofFork95 to control parallel execution. Section 4 showsthat Fork95 covers all practically relevant parallel pro-gramming paradigms. The appendix lists some exam-ple programs.2 The SB-PRAM from the pro-grammer's viewThe SB-PRAM [AKP90] is a lock-step-synchronous,massively parallel MIMDmultiprocessor currently un-der construction at Saarbr�ucken University, with upto 4096 RISC-style processing elements with a com-mon clock and with a physically shared memory of upto 2GByte. The memory access time is uniform foreach processor and each memory location; it takes oneCPU cycle (i.e., the same time as one integer or oat-ingpoint operation) to store and two cycles to loada 32 bit word. This ideal behaviour of communica-tion and computation has been achieved by severalarchitectural clues like hashing, latency hiding, \in-telligent" combining network nodes etc. Furthermore,a special node processor chip [KPS94] had to be de-signed.Each processor works on the same node program(SPMD programming paradigm). The SB-PRAM of-fers a private address space for each node processor2



which is embedded into the shared memory. Each pro-cessor has 30 general{purpose 32-bit registers. In thepresent prototype, all standard data types (also char-acters) are 32 bit wide. Double{precision oating-point numbers are not supported by hardware so far.The instruction set is based on that of the Berkeley-RISC-1 but provides more arithmetic operations1 in-cluding integer multiplication and base-2-logarithm.Usually, these are three{address{instructions (twooperands and one result). Arithmetic operations canonly be carried out on registers.The SB-PRAM o�ers built{in parallel multipre�x op-erations for integer addition, maximization, logicaland and logical or which also execute within two CPUcycles.Parallel I/O (to/from local hard disks) and sequen-tial I/O (to/from the host) features have been added.A single{user, single{tasking operating system is al-ready available, a multi{user and multi{tasking sys-tem is planned for the near future. System software(assembler, linker, loader) has been completed, as wellas an asynchronous C compiler which has been ex-tended by an implementation of the P4 parallel macropackage.Because of its architectural properties, the SB-PRAMis particularly suitable for the implementation of ir-regular numerical computations, non-numerical algo-rithms, and database applications.The current university prototype implementation pro-vides a (of course, not very exciting) processor speedof 0.25 MFlops. However, this could be easily im-proved by one or even two orders of magnitude byusing faster chip and interconnection technology andby exploiting the usually large potential of cycles do-ing only private computation.Since the SB-PRAM hardware is not yet available (a128-PE-prototype is to be expected for summer 1995,the full extension for 1996), we use a simulator thatallows to measure exact program execution times.We would like to emphasize that the SB-PRAM is indeed the physical realization of a Priority{CRCW{Pram, the strongest PRAM model known in theory.What the SB-PRAM cannot o�er, of course, is un-limited storage size, unlimited number of processors,and unlimited word length { which however, are tooideal resource requirements for any physically existingcomputer.1Unfortunately, division for integer as well as for oating-point numbers has to be realized in software.

3 Fork95 language designFork95 is a redesign of the PRAM language FORK[HSS92]. Fork95 is based on ANSI C [ANS90]. Ad-ditionally, it o�ers constructs to create parallel pro-cesses, to hierarchically divide groups of processorsinto subgroups, to manage shared and private ad-dress subspaces. Fork95 makes the assembly-levelsynchronicity of the underlying hardware available tothe programmer. It further enables direct access tothe hardware-supplied multipre�x operations.3.1 Starting processors in parallelInitially, all processors of the PRAM partition onwhich the program has been started by the user ex-ecute the startup code in parallel. After that, thereremains only one processor active which starts execu-tion of the program by calling function main().The statement start(e) whose shared expression eevaluates to some integer value k, starts k processorssimultaneously, with unique (absolute) processor IDscalled __PROC_NR__ numbered successively from 0 tok�1. If the expression e is omitted, then all availableprocessors executing this program are started.3.2 Shared and private variablesThe entire shared memory of the PRAM is partitioned| according to the programmer's wishes | into pri-vate address subspaces (one for each processor) anda shared address subspace. Accordingly, variables areclassi�ed either as private (pr, this is the default) oras shared (sh), where \shared" always relates to theprocessor group that de�ned that variable.Additionally, there is a special private variable $which is initially set to __PROC_NR__ and a specialshared variable @. @ is meant to hold the currentprocessor group ID, and $ the current relative pro-cessor ID (relative to $) during program execution.These variables are automatically saved and restoredat group forming operations. However, the user is re-sponsible to assign reasonable values to them (e.g., atthe fork() instruction).An expression is private if it is not guaranteed to eval-uate to the same value on each processor. We usuallyconsider an expression to be private if at least oneprivate subexpression (e.g., a variable) may occur init.If several processors write the same (shared) mem-ory location in the same cycle, the processor with3



least __PROC_NR__ will win2 and write its value(Priority{CRCW-Pram). However, as severalother write conict resolution schemes (like Arbi-trary) are also used in theory, meaningful Fork95programs should not be dependent on such speci�cconict resolution schemes; there are better languageelements (multipre�x instructions, see below) thatcover practically relevant applications for concurrentwrite.3.3 The group conceptAt each point of program execution, Fork95 main-tains the invariant that all processors belonging tothe same processor group are operating strictly syn-chronously, i.e., they follow the same path of controlow and execute the same instruction at the sametime. Also, all processors within the same group haveaccess to a common shared address subspace. Thus,newly allocated \shared" objects exist once for eachgroup allocating them.At the beginning, the started processors form one sin-gle processor group. This rule can be relaxed in twoways: by splitting a group into subgroups and main-taining the invariant only within each of the sub-groups, or by explicitly entering the asynchronousmode via a farm constructfarm <statement>Within the farm body, any synchronization is sus-pended; at the end of a farm environment, the proces-sors synchronize explicitly within their current group.Functions are classi�ed to be either synchronous(sync) or asynchronous (async). Within a farm andwithin an async function, only async functions can becalled. Calling an async function from a synchronouscontext (i.e., the call being located in a sync functionand not within a farm body) results in an implicitentering of the asynchronous mode; the programmerreceives a warning. Using farm within a farm bodyor within an async function is superuous and mayeven introduce a deadlock (a warning is emitted).Shared if or loop conditions do not a�ect the syn-chronicity, as the branch taken is the same for allprocessors executing it.At an if statement, a (potentially) private conditioncauses the current processor group to be split intotwo subgroups: the processors for which the condi-tion evaluates to true form the �rst child group andexecute the then part while the remaining processors2The Fork95 programmer has the possibility to changePROC NR during program execution and thus to inuence thewrite conict resolution method within some limits.

execute the else part. The available shared addressspace of the parent group is subdivided among thenew child groups before the splitting. When all pro-cessors �nished the execution of the if statement, thetwo subgroups are merged again by explicit synchro-nization of all processors of the parent group. A sim-ilar subgroup construction is required also at loopswith private exit condition. All processors that willexecute the �rst iteration of the loop enter the childgroup and stay therein as long as they iterate. How-ever, at loops it is not necessary to split the par-ent group's shared memory subspace, since processorsthat leave the loop body are just waiting at the end ofthe loop for the last processors of their (parent) groupto complete loop execution.Subgroup construction can, in contrast to the im-plicit construction at the private if, also be doneexplicitly, by the fork statement. Executingfork (e1; e2; e3) <statement>means the following: First, the shared expression e1are evaluated to the number of subgroups to be cre-ated. Then the current leaf group is split into thatmany subgroups. Evaluating e2, every processor de-termines the number of the newly created leaf groupit will be member of. Finally, by evaluating e3, theprocessor can readjust its current processor numberwithin the new leaf group. Note that empty sub-groups (with no processors) are possible; an emptysubgroup's work is immediately �nished, though. It ison the user's responsibility that such subgroups makesense. Continuing, we partition the parent group'sshared memory subspace into that many equally{sized slices and assign each of them to one subgroup,such that each subgroup has its own shared mem-ory space. Now, each subgroup continues on exe-cuting <statement>; the processors within each sub-group work synchronously, but di�erent subgroupscan choose di�erent control ow paths. After thebody <statement> has been completed, the proces-sors of all subgroups are synchronized; the sharedmemory subspaces are re{merged, the parent groupis reactivated as the current leaf group, and the state-ment following the fork statement is executed syn-chronously by all processors of the group.Thus at each point of program execution, the pro-cessor groups form a tree{like hierarchy: the start-ing group is the root, whereas the currently activegroups are the leaves. Only the processors withina leaf group are guaranteed to operate strictly syn-chronously. Clearly, if all leaf groups consist of onlyone processor, the e�ect is the same as using the asyn-chronous context. However, the latter avoids the ex-pensive time penalty of continued subgroup formationand throttling of computation by continued sharedmemory space fragmentation.4



3.4 Pointers and heapsFork95 o�ers pointers, as opposed to its predecessorFORK. The usage of pointers in Fork95 is as exibleas in C, since all private address subspaces have beenembedded into the global shared memory of the SB-PRAM. Thus, shared pointer variables may point toprivate objects, and vice versa. The programmer isresponsible for such assignments making sense.Fork95 supplies two kinds of heaps: a shared heapand one private heap for each processor. While spaceon the private heaps can be allocated by the private(asynchronous) malloc function known from C, spaceon the shared heap is allocated temporarily usingthe shared (synchronous) shalloc function. The liferange of objects allocated by shalloc is limited to thelife range of the group in which that shalloc was exe-cuted. Thus, such objects are automatically removedif the group allocating them is released. Supplying athird variant, a \permanent" version of shalloc, isan issue of future Fork95 library programming.Pointers to functions are also supported. However,special attention must be paid when using privatepointers to functions in a synchronous context. Sinceeach processor may then call a di�erent function (andit is statically not known which one), calling a func-tion using a private pointer in synchronous contextwould correspond to a huge switch, opening a sepa-rate subgroup for each function possibly being called| a tremendous waste in shared memory space! Forthis reason, calls to functions via private pointers au-tomatically switch to the asynchronous mode if theyare located in synchronous context. Private pointersmay thus only point to async functions.3.5 Multipre�x instructionsThe SB-PRAM supports powerful built-in multipre�xinstructions which allow the computation of multi-pre�x integer addition, maximization, and and orfor up to 4096 processors within 2 CPU cycles. Wehave made available these machine instructions asFork95 operators (atomic expression operators, notfunctions). Clearly, these should only be used in syn-chronous context. The order of the processors withina group is determined by their hardcoded absoluteprocessor ID __PROC_NR__. For instance, the instruc-tion k = mpadd( &shmemloc, expression );�rst evaluates expression locally on each processorparticipating in this instruction into a private integervalue ej and then assigns on the processor with i{thlargest __PROC_NR__ the private integer variable k to

the value e0 + e1 + : : : + ei�1. shmemloc must be ashared integer variable. After the execution of thempadd instruction, shmemloc contains the global sumPj ej of all participating expressions. Thus, mpaddcan as well be \misused" to compute a global sum byignoring the value of k.Unfortunately, these powerful instructions are onlyavailable for integer computations, because of hard-ware cost considerations. Floatingpoint variants ofmpadd and mpmax clearly would have been of greatuse in parallel linear algebra applications [Ke�94].3.6 Useful macrosThe following macro from the <fork.h> header maybe used as well in synchronous as in asynchronouscontext in order to enhance program understandabil-ity: #define forall(i,lb,ub,p) \for(i=$+(lb);i<(ub);i+=p)Thus, gs = groupsize();forall(i,lb,ub,gs) <statement>executes <statement>within a parallel loop with loopvariable i, ranging from lb to ub, using all processorsbelonging to the current leaf group, if suitable index-ing $ successively ranging from 0 to groupsize() hasbeen provided by the programmer. In asynchronouscontext, this is also possible as long as the program-mer guarantees for all required processors to arrive atthat statement.3.7 Caveats in Fork95 programming3.7.1 Spaghetti jumpingAll non{structured statements a�ecting control ow(goto, longjmp, break, return, continue) are dan-gerous within a synchronous environment since thejumping processors may not enter or leave groups onthe normal way (via subgroup construction or sub-group merge).For jumps of type break, continue, and return, thetarget group is statically known; it is a predecessor ofthe current leaf group in the group hierarchy tree. Inthis case, the compiler can provide a safe implemen-tation even for the synchronous context.For a goto jump, however, the target group may notyet have been created at the time of executing thejump. Even worse, the target group may not beknown at compile time. Jumps across synchroniza-tion points usually will introduce a deadlock. For this5



reason, goto jumps are under the programmer's re-sponsibility. However, as long as source and desti-nation of a goto are within the same asynchronouscontext, there is no danger of deadlock.3.7.2 Shared memory fragmentationThe reader may already have noticed that it is notwise to have more fork or private if statements onthe recursive branch of a recursive procedure (like par-allel depth{�rst{search, for instance) than absolutelynecessary. Otherwise, after only very few recursionsteps, the remaining shared memory fraction of eachsubgroup has reached an impracticably small size thusresulting in early stack overow.4 Compilation issues of Fork95To compile Fork95 programs, we �rst install a sharedstack in each group's shared memory subspace, anda private stack in each processor's private memorysubspace. A shared stack pointer sps and a privatestack pointer spp are permanently kept in registerson each processor.As in common C compilers, a procedure frame is al-located on each processor's private stack, holding pri-vate arguments (pointed to by a private argumentpointer app), saved registers, and private local vari-ables, pointed to by a private frame pointer fpp. Inspecial cases, up to 4 private arguments can be passedin registers.When calling a synchronous function, a shared proce-dure frame is allocated on the group's shared stack ifthe callee has shared arguments (pointed to by aps)or shared local variables (pointed to by fps). Anasynchronous function never has a shared procedureframe.4.1 Fast start of processorsEach processor has got an inactivity bit (shadow bit)which, if set, cancels all global store and multipre�xoperations of that processor (push operations are,though, admitted). Also the I/O routines test theshadow bit to mask their activity. Thus, starting andstopping an arbitrary number of available processorsis done on-the-y within a few CPU cycles by onlyadjusting their shadow bits.

4.2 Group frames and synchronizationTo keep everything consistent, the compiler buildsshared and private group frames at each group{forming statement.A shared group frame is allocated on each group'sshared memory subspace. It contains the synchro-nization cell, which normally contains the exact num-ber of processors belonging to this group. At a syn-chronization point, each processor decrements this cellby a mpadd(..,-1) instruction, and waits until it seesa zero in the synchronization cell. Thereafter the pro-cessors are desynchronized by at most 2 clock cycles.After correcting this, the synchronization cell is re-stored to its original value. The overhead of this syn-chronization routine is only 10 clock cycles.The corresponding private group frame is allocated oneach processor's private memory subspace. It mainlycontains the current values of the group ID @ andthe group{relative processor ID $. Private loops onlybuild a shared group frame for the group of iteratingprocessors. A private group frame is not necessary,as there is usually no need to change the values for @and $.Intermixing procedure frames and group frames onthe same stack is not harmful, since subgroup-creatinglanguage constructs like private if and fork are al-ways properly nested within a function. Thus, sep-arate stacks for group frames and procedure framesare not required, preserving scarce memory resourcesfrom additional fragmentation.4.3 Pointers and heapsThe private heap is installed at the end of the pri-vate memory subspace of each processor. For eachgroup, its shared heap is installed at the end of itsshared memory subspace. The pointer eps to its lowerboundary is saved at each subgroup{forming opera-tion which splits the shared memory subspace further,and restored after returning to that group. Testingfor shared stack or heap overow thus just means tocompare sps and eps.4.4 ImplementationA �rst version of a compiler for Fork95 has beenimplemented. It is partially based on lcc 1.9, aone{pass ANSI C{compiler developed by Chris Fraserand David Hanson at Princeton, NY [FH91a, FH91b,FH95].Table 1 shows the overheads introduced by the dif-ferent constructs of the language. Division has to6



construct: overhead in SB-PRAM clock cycles:synchronize: tsync = 10startup: 150 + 4 � jprivate .data sectionjstart: 50loop: 10 + 5�#iterations + tsyncif: 32 + tsyncfork: 44 + tdivision + tsyncfarm: tsynccall, synchr.: 41 + #(saved regs) + #(args) + tsynccall, asynchr.: 10 + #(used regs) +#(args)malloc/shalloc: 4division: tdivision = 12 : : : 300 (data dep.)Table 1: Overheads for Fork95 language constructsbe implemented in software: therefore the huge (andvarying) number in the last line. Also, in a syn-chronous context, extra synchronization has to oc-cur afterwards. The cost of calls clearly can be re-duced by passing arguments in registers (this is stan-dard for most library functions). The cost of ifs canbe reduced drastically whenever at most one of thebranches contains function calls.The compiler generates assembler code which is pro-cessed by the SB-PRAM{assembler prass into ob-ject code in COFF format. The SB-PRAM{linkerplink produces executable code that runs on the SB-PRAM{simulator pramsim but should also run on theSB-PRAM as well once it is available. A window{based source level debugger for Fork95 is currently inpreparation.Extending the functionality of asynchronous contextprogramming, we are also working on a set of primi-tives to handle self{balancing parallel loops and par-allel queues [R�oh95].5 Parallel programming para-digms supported by Fork95For synchronous shared memory parallel environ-ments, several models for parallel programming mod-els are widely accepted and could be incorporated intoimperative parallel programming languages:� strictly synchronous execution: This is the stan-dard PRAM programming style. The program-mer can rely on a �xed execution time for eachoperation which is the same for all processors atany time of program execution. Thus, no specialcare has to be taken to avoid race conditions be-cause these should not occur (unless explicitly de-sired, as in theArbitrary Crcw Prammodel).

� farming: Several slave processes are spawned andwork independently on their local tasks. They donot communicate nor synchronize with each otherduring their tasks.� pipelining and systolic algorithms: Several slaveprocesses are arranged in a logical network ofstages which solve subproblems and propagatetheir partial solutions to subsequent stages. Thenetwork stepwise computes the overall solutionby feeding the input data into it one by another.The topological structure of the network is usu-ally a line, grid, or a tree, but may be any directedgraph (usually acyclic). The time to execute onestep of the pipeline is determined by the maxi-mum execution time of a stage.� divide and conquer: The problem and the pro-cessor set working on it is recursively subdividedinto subsets, until either the subproblem is trivialor the processor subset consists of only one pro-cessor. The partial solutions are computed andcombined when returning through the recursiontree.� data parallelism: The same arithmetical opera-tion is executed simultaneously on di�erent data,usually disjoint sections of an array. Executionneed not be synchronous, unless data dependen-cies may be a�ected. Typically, data parallelismis exploited by using a parallel loop. Array syn-tax, as in Fortran 90, can be used to abbreviatedataparallel operations on arrays. Sometimes, re-duction operations like global sum of array ele-ments, are also considered as dataparallel oper-ations and supported by many dataparallel pro-gramming languages like APL [Ive62], Fortran 90and its successors, and dataparallel C dialects.� geometric parallelism: Each slave process workson a subproblem of equal size and computationalcomplexity. Boundary values are to be exchangedbetween the processors in regular time intervals.This scenario, which often occurs in scienti�capplications, e.g., at spatial PDE discretization,could easily pro�t from synchronous execution inorder to save overhead due to explicit synchro-nization before boundary exchange. This is aspecial case of data parallelism.� asynchronous sequential processes with partialsynchronization: Most of the time, each slaveprocess works asynchronously and independentlyfrom the other ones; now and again, however,some data dependences between processes mustbe taken into account. Such computations usu-ally are arranged using locks for mutual exclu-sion from shared resources, and by semaphores7



or barriers to guarantee data dependencies. Awell{known parallel programming language fol-lowing this paradigm is Occam [JG88] based onCSP [Hoa85].� tuple space: This is a programmer{friendly im-plementation of the previous item. It is realizedin the Linda language [CG89, CGMS94].� parallel pre�x: Parallel Pre�x computes for agiven array A[0 : n � 1] and a given binaryassociative operator � the array B[0 : n � 1]with B[i] = Lj<iA[j] using an O(logn) algo-rithm [LF80] on n processors. This is rathera low{level programming paradigm and shouldbe provided as a basic operator (\scan primi-tive") in a parallel programming environment.Global sum, or, and, max, min and similar re-ductions are a special case of parallel pre�x com-putation. Parallel pre�x o�ers fast solution ofrecurrence equations [KS73]. Nevertheless, manyparallel algorithms, also nonnumerical ones likesorting, can be formulated using parallel pre�xoperators as basic building blocks [Ble89]. Fur-thermore, atomic built{in multipre�x operatorssupport atomic fetch&op primitives [GLR83].� message passing is not required in a shared mem-ory environment. Nevertheless, any message-passing program could be transformed into anasynchronous shared{memory program.We show that Fork95 supports all these parallel pro-gramming paradigms at the same time. We will alsosee that it is not necessary to extend the current lan-guage de�nition by additional constructs to enable us-age of these paradigms.Strictly synchronous execution is the usual mode weare applying within the synchronous part of a Fork95program. As indicated in the last section, this mapsquite directly to the underlying hardware.Farming can be achieved in asynchronous modewithin the farm body with no additional overhead.Farming is, clearly, also possible in synchronous mode,at the expense of subgroup creation at each privateconditional, but there is no reason why farming shouldbe done in synchronous mode because the single tasksare independent of each other. If farming is the onlyvariant of parallelism occurring in the program, theprocesses can be spawned using the start statement.Pipelining through an arbitrary graph can be imple-mented in a rather straight forward manner:

/*Pipeline graph consisting of n nodes:*/struct Node {Data * data;int * pre;int stage;}sh struct Node graph[n];sync void init_graph(); /*initializes nodes*/sync void work(); /*specif. work to be done*//*Execution of the pipeline with n proc's:*/sh int t;init_graph();for(t = 0; t < end; t++)if (t >= graph[$].stage)work();The data for every node of the graph through whichthe data are piped are grouped in structure Node.This structure contains a pointer to the local data;a pointer to the vector of predecessors in the graphtogether with the integer component stage contain-ing the number of the round in which the node isgoing to be activated. All nodes together are groupedwithin the vector graph. For simplicity, let us as-sume that the n node pipeline is executed by exactlyn processors. Then, besides the data structures Data,the programmer essentially must provide de�nitionsof the following two functions:init graph(): Processor j executing init graph()initializes the entries of node graph[j]. For this, itespecially needs to compute the predecessors of nodej in the graph. Finally, the value of stage must becomputed. In case the graph is acyclic, one possibilityfor this might be:graph[$].stage = -1; /*initialize stage*/for(t = 0; t < depth; t++)if (graph[$].stage < 0&& non_neg(graph[$].pre))/*value of all predecessors computed*/graph[$].stage = t;Initially, all stage entries are initialized with -1. Thestage is determined as the number t of the �rst iter-ation where all predecessors already obtained values� 0 while the current stage still equals �1.work(): speci�es the operation to by executed by pro-cessor j at node j. Input data should be read fromthe data entries of the nodes graph[i] where i is apredecessor of j.Note that this generic implementation both coverspipelining through multidimensional arrays as used8



by systolic algorithms and all sorts of trees for certaincombinatorial algorthms.It may happen, though, that the numbers of proces-sors and nodes do not match. A reason might be thatwe would like to dedicate more than one processor toeach node, or too few processors are available for thegraph. To handle these cases we modify our genericalgorithm as follows:sh int t;init_graph();for(t = 0; t < end; t++)fork(n; select(t); rename())if (t >= graph[@].stage)work();Now a new group is created for every node in thegraph. At the beginning of iteration t, each proces-sor selects the node in whose group it wants to bemember of. Thus, the number of this node can beaccessed through the group number @. At the end ofwork(), the groups are removed again to allow for asynchronization of all processors in the pipeline and aredistribution at the beginning of the next iteration.Divide-and-conquer is a natural component of the syn-chronous mode of Fork95. A generic divide{and{conquer algorithm DC may look as follows:void DC(int n; ...){int d;if (trivial(n))conquer(n, ...);else {d = sqrt(n);fork(d; @=$%d; $=$/d) {DC(d, ...);combine(n, ...);}}}If the size n of the given problem is small enough, aspecial routine conquer() is called. Otherwise, thepresent group is subdivided into a suitable number ofsubgroups of processors (in this case, sqrt(n) many)each one responsible for the parallel and synchronoussolution of one of the subproblems. After their so-lution, the leaf groups are removed again, and allprosessors of the original group join together to syn-chronously combine the partial results.The last section has shown that the compile-timeoverhead to manage this type of programs is quitelow. As an example, a parallel implementation ofStrassen's algorithm for matrix multiplication hasbeen included into directory examples of the Fork95

distribution. It contains two instances of DC, using afork subdividing into seven subgroups as well as of afork subdividing into two subgroups.Data parallelism is exploitable both in synchronousand in asynchronous mode. As shown in the previoussection, we supply macros for parallel loops. A setof routines that provide a self{balancing parallel loopfor the asynchronous mode is currently in preparation.mpadd() provides a fast reduction operator for integerarrays.Geometric parallelism: see data parallelism.Asynchronous sequential processes are available bythe farm statement and asynchronous functions.The Fork95 library contains all required functionsfor locks, mutual exclusion, barrier synchronization,semaphores and parallel queues. It should be no prob-lem to support equivalents of the basic tuple spaceoperators of Linda by corresponding Fork95 routinesand macros. In contrast to distributed{memory im-plementations of Linda, this would result in more pre-dictable execution times for the tuple space operators.Parallel pre�x is directly supported for integeroperands and the operators add, max, and, and or,since Fork95 makes the corresponding SB-PRAM-operators accessible as atomic operators at the lan-guage level. Generalization to arrays of arbitrary sizewith linear speedup is straightforward (see the ap-pendix). Unfortunately, the SB-PRAM designers re-nounced to support such powerful operators also foroatingpoint operands. Thus, Fork95 must imple-ment these in the usual way (time: O((n=p) logn)).6 Availability of the compilerThe Fork95 compiler including all sources is avail-able from ftp.informatik.uni-trier.de in direc-tory /pub/users/Kessler by anonymous ftp. Thisdistribution also contains documentation, exampleprograms and a preliminary distribution of the SB-PRAM system software tools including assembler,linker, loader and simulator. The Fork95 docu-mentation is also available by www via the URLhttp://www-wjp.cs.uni-sb.de/fork95/index.html.References[AKP90] F. Abolhassan, J. Keller, and W.J. Paul. OnPhysical Realizations of the Theoretical PRAMModel. Technical Report 21/1990, Sonder-forschungsbereich 124 VLSI Entwurfsmethodenund Parallelit�at, Universit�at Saarbr�ucken, 1990.[ANS90] ANSI American National Standard Institute,Inc., New York. American National Standards9
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sync void parallel_prefix_add(sh int *in, /*operand array*/sh int n, /*problem size*/sh int *out, /*result array*/sh int initsum) /*global offset*/{ sh int p = groupsize();sh int sum = initsum;/*temporary accumulator cell*/pr int i;/*step over n/p slices of array:*/for (i=$; i<n; i+=p)out[i] = mpadd( &sum, in[i] );}Run time results (in SB-PRAM clock cycles) forparprefix.c:# processors cc, n = 10000 cc, n = 1000002 430906 43009064 215906 21509068 108406 107590616 54656 53840632 27822 26965664 14406 135322128 7698 68156256 4344 34530512 2624 177601024 1764 93322048 1334 51184096 1162 3054A.2 Example: Divide{and{conquer/* parallel QUICKSORT from [BDH+91] */pr int value, pos = 0;extern sh int a[]; /*the array to be sorted*/sync void quicksort( sh int *weight ) {sh int mid, leftweight = 0, rightweight = 0;pr int left, right;mid = value;left = value < mid;right = (value > mid);if (value != mid)if (left) quicksort( &leftweight );else quicksort( &rightweight );if (value == mid) pos = leftweight + 1;if (right) pos += 1 + leftweight;*weight = leftweight + rightweight + 1;}main(){start { /* we need as many processorsas there are array elements to sort */sh int weight;value = a[$];quicksort( &weight );a[pos-1] = value;}

}
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